PARIS MATCH – 2003 November 6th to 12th
The film that revealed to the world the director Zhang Yimou and the actress Gong Li becomes a
luxurious ballet. Match invited itself behind the curtain, in Beijing, before the Parisian
presentations – By Philippe Noisette.
“Raise the red lantern” on scene.
By the end of this summer, in Beijing, the sky shines with thousands of malicious kites – enough to
help you forget about cranes and pollution! – whereas stylish women come to the doors of the brand
new Tianqiao theatre, along the “swan lake” hotel! “Raise the red lantern” is fully booked, and the
black markets is very active with tickets. Directly inspired from the film from Zhang Yimou,
inspired from Su Tong’s book, the ballet tells about the difficulties for a young spouse of a rich
merchant, to love the Beijing Opera’s actor she thrives for. The merchant has already 2 other
spouses obviously jealous of the newcomer. A real drama, supervises by Zhang Yimou: he gets
credit for scenes in cinemascope, like a sumptuous reception.
No one bores a second during these 2 hours so exotic and historical! “I could not ask the dancers to
replay the film. And as I know about their actors talents, I wanted to show more of their feelings”:
says the director, always chased by cameras and photographers. “Finally, I have learned humility
from the dancers, far away from the fancies of movie stars! They work harder, for nothing, and
society almost ignores them”. A hundred artists, dancers, musicians and even 2 actors from the
Beijing Opera perform on an original music by Chen Qigang, a Chinese man from Paris.
After a first version in 2001, Zhao Ruheng, the director of the national ballet of China (created by
the widow of Mao Tse Dong), certain of the international potential of the play, revisited her work.
“Without this creation, we would never have come to Paris. Our classical dancers are honoured in
every championship, we have a collection of plays like the propaganda ballet THE RED FEMALE
DETACHMENT”, states this very active lady wearing sport shoes, cellular phone in hand. “Raise
the red lantern”, after a few month in Asia, bets high on Paris and London, awaiting for the USA, of
course! “We also wanted to please the Chinese public”, insists Ruheng with diplomacy. Even if it
was more targeted towards up to date people, from cities like Beijing, Shangaï and Hong Kong.
More than the choreography from Wang Xinpeng, a Chinese man living in Germany, it was what
brought Kaplan that proved to be decisive. Sighted for his creations with Monte Carlo ballets, and
particularly a “Romeo and Juliet” under Asian influence, he ended up in October 2001 in Beijing,
with a choreography and a scenery under way. After this visit followed a very tight calendar,
shouting for the costumes workshop to be perfect and some misunderstandings. “In France, you
make the costume on a flat bench, according to the sketches, and only after that comes the definitive
work. During my second trip in Beijing, I discovered that all the costumes were finished, but all in
white! Just imagine my panic: in fact, I just said nothing and all these ghost costumes will be
exhibited”.
Kaplan, who supervised in 2003 a second making of the costumes for the international tour,
composed with local sensitiveness. “A waist too high and its too Korean, a low cut dress and you
are told that it’s too much for the Chinese public”. Finally, he signed a dazzling show including
realisations like these kimono-like tunics, with long sleeves, these Chinese dresses slashed for the
dancers and these unseen prints. “I even learned that diplomats’ spouses were asking the workshop
for copies! What a recognition”: smiles Kaplan. In love with China after 10 trips, Kaplan dreamed
to see “Raise the red lantern” at home in Paris. It’s done, with a supplementary pleasure: an
exhibition of his costumes at the store Galleries Lafayette. “But as long as the costumes will not be
physically in Paris, it will be hard to sleep well”: says Kaplan before disappearing in the Beijing
night with a few sketches from “Raise the red lantern” under his arm, just for safety.

